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Since this issue of Manuscripts completes ten full years of quarterly MSS pub-
lication, the issue includes, in addition to prize material from the 1945 writing con-
tests, a brief anniversary section. In this section are some of the poems of Margu-
erite Young and Louise Dauner, both of whom won Literary Contest awards while
they were Butler students, and Joseph A. Berry, a winner of the League of Ameri-
can Pen Women prize.

MISS YOUNG, whose "Jonathan's House" is re-printed from the 1929 Tower,
MSS predecessor, was graduated from Butler in 1930 and has since received her
master’s degree from Chicago and a doctorate from Iowa. Last year she was
awarded an American Association of University Women fellowship. She is the
author of two books of poetry, "Prismatic Ground" and "Moderate Fable," and of
a prose work called "Angel in the Forest," which is based upon the Rappite and
Owen experiments in communal living at New Harmony, Indiana.

Other familiar names from the staff of the Tower are Don Sparks, 1929 editor,
who later became a Butler faculty member, and is now in the Army Air Corps, and
Lotys Benning, now Lotys Benning Stewart, who was associate editor in 1929 and
has since made a name for herself in the writing field. Mrs. Alice B. Wesenberg
was faculty adviser of The Tower; Dr. Allegra Stewart has been MSS faculty
sponsor since its beginning.

MISS DAUNER, whose poetry won a Literary Contest first place award in 1936,
is represented in the anniversary section by a few of these poems, re-printed from
the May issue of that year. A 1937 graduate, Miss Dauner was one of the first
editors of MSS and a frequent contributor. She taught in the English department
while she was working for a master's degree. After taking the doctorate at the
University of Iowa, she was granted a fellowship by the A. A. U. W. and is now
engaged in a research project at Chapel Hill, North Carolina. She expects to teach
here in post-summer school and will be on the faculty of the University of Wiscon-
sin next year.

A later MSS contributor who exchanged his pen for a rifle and Butler's halls
for the world's battlefields, JOE BERRY was a student at Butler from October, 1940,
to June, 1942. He entered the army from the University of Chicago, where he had
just gone on a scholarship. A runner in the infantry, he served overseas on the
Siegfried Line, and was killed by an enemy grenade on January 4, 1945. He is
buried in Belgium. An excerpt from his prize poem "The Silversmith," re-printed from
the May, 1942, MSS, and part of a letter he wrote to his mother less than three weeks
before his death, complete the anniversary section.

The 1945 writing contest prize material might really also be considered a part
of this section; it is the "thirty" at the end of the story. It represents this tenth
year, and in so doing represents the whole ten years — the 69 students who have
published in MSS Vol. XII and the 573 who have published since Vol. I, No. 1.

As has been the case in each issue of the last nine years, any success MSS has
achieved this year in providing a good medium for student expression and a
representative laboratory project for the English department has been due to the
diligence of its staff members, the guidance of its faculty advisers, the cooperation
of its printer, and the active interest of other English faculty members. The product
of these forces, then, may it continue to grow in the quality of its material and in
its service to Butler and Butler students.